
Roblox

## Summary: A very dynamic and lively community driven game.

A limitless virtual universe. Endless ways to play, create and discover. Play millions of worlds,

games and unique player created areas. Create your very own characters and play with your

friends online in a vast global community. Hang out and chat with friends and find something new

every day. Play mobile or on any platform including VR. 

You can truly do or be anything. From customizing your avatar, to the area or games you’re

playing. If you can think of it, you can probably do it in Roblox. This vast community driven game

won’t leave you disappointed.

## Gameplay: Play or create just about anything.

This game is more about building unique environments than following a scripted story. Get

creative and show your unique styles and ideas. Build what your mind desires or simply enjoy the

endless and growing library of content. There’s something new and exciting to see every day. You

really do have just about any option you want. 

There are tons of player created levels and games to play, where you can unlock items to

customize your virtual characters. If you want to show your creativity and build something, you can

use Roblox Studio to create your very own games using the robust game engine, which allows you

to even sell in game items to other players. Participate in real time virtual events, easter eggs

hunts and many more via the thriving community of players.  ## Review/Conclusion: Tons of

content, but perhaps quantity over quality.

The popularity of this game speaks for itself. This game has millions of user created levels and

content. Roblox certainly won’t leave you absent of new things to do or explore. You can go from

puzzles, platforming, racing or much much more all in the same app. With such a unique and well

designed world, there are countless things to do. It’s a safe space for kids to enjoy as well. 

The studio tool is pretty powerful and you can create a lot of really unique and fun content using it.

It does have a bit of a learning curve but something that would be great for anyone to learn. This is

a great concept for a game well recognized with a robust community and in game systems and

tools to support it. Once you become part of this community, you likely won’t want to leave.

Advantages / Disadvantages



Endless content and great community support.

The same issues that plague the rest of the

internet though.

This game really is endless and still has a

strong community behind it driving content

forward constantly. There will always be plenty

to do and it can even be a great space to hang

out with friends and socialize. 

With the content being largely community

driven, some of the games you find will be sub

par or just not all that fun. This game can feel

limiting due to its unique blocky art style and

will never really feel like a AAA title. A lot of its

audience is a bit on the younger side as well,

making the community younger and some of

the content more aimed at kids.

At the same time, with the games and content

being mostly created by older audiences, this is

something you probably want to monitor your

kids on just a bit. T

here is a pretty robust content management

system but there are some problematic

references in some user content that can slip

through from time to time. 

The internet does always have a dark side and

sometimes some unsavory or just plain weird

stuff can make its way into Roblox as well.


